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Northern	Lights	V.	Bangor	Tigers	U	15	
Division	1	Round	2	
 

 

Round 2 was another late Sunday afternoon game on a pleasant but windy day. After a strong 
performance the week before against last year’s preliminary finalists The Lights faced off against a 
new Division 1 team the Bangor Tigers. 

With it being the first weekend of school holidays both teams were down on numbers and The Lights 
would get some great support from Willis, Ryan, Luka. Andrew and Oscar all helping out from the U 
14s 

First Quarter: 

The first quarter saw The Tigers out to prove that they were ready to play a tough physical inside 
game. The Tigers had the edge in the midfield battle but The Light’s defensive pressure was 
sufficient to ensure they did not go forward with any ease. 

Nugget was the marshal across half back and was well supported by Rhys, Will and of course The 
Rock. 

The midfield was working better at the around the ground contests and it wasn’t long before the ball 
was locked in our forward fifty. 

Lachlan “Damo” Pauly swooped on a loose ball and finished with a classy snap to open The Lights 
account. 

The quarter continued to be hard fought with The Lights gaining a territorial advantage. Our ball use 
wasn’t as good as week one but the pressure from the Tigers was high. We had several opportunities 
up forward but failed to capitalise before Bertie burst through on the run to snap our second for the 
game 

The backline was superb holding The Tigers scoreless with Andrew Murdoch and Ryan Lauff showing 
they were not out of place playing up an age group  

At quarter time the Lights led 2.5.17 to 0.0.0 

Second Quarter 

The second quarter was more of the same a tough physical inside contest. Christian was making an 
impact around the ground and Noah and Kody were getting plenty of the ball. The Lights started to 
find a bit more space on the outside but our ball use was not quite on song. 



Bertie had a run in the middle and was providing plenty of drive, whilst Tom was providing an 
excellent target both up forward and around the ground. Dan K was providing his usual run off the 
wing with some classy ball use. Jono had a couple of opportunities forward but that goal just eluded 
him. 

The backline was well on top with The Rock completely shutting down their key forward and Nugget 
reading the play like a seasoned veteran. 

Our first major of the quarter came with Damo gathering the ball on centre wing and with blistering 
pace two bounces capped it off with a nice 30m finish.  

Kody also registered a major with a classy piece of roving  

At half time The Lights had the ascendancy heading to the main break up 4.7.31to 0.0.0 

Third Quarter: 

The third quarter saw Spider have a run up forward whilst Bertie took over the rucking duties. This 
worked well with The Lights getting on top in the middle. Oscar Irwin was showing his class up 
forward with some strong leading and excellent skills hitting the target at will. 

Spider was leading and marking strongly and registered our first goal for the quarter. 

Our backline stood up well with Rhys Jackson showing how far he has come in only his second year. 
His attack on the footy and the confidence to win the ball and take on his opponents was 
outstanding. Not to be outdone Willis also showed a calmness in the heat of the contest to not only 
win the footy but also choose the right option. 

Connor playing only his second game moved to the wing and found his spot, continually finding 
space and delivering well particularly to Noah whose overhead marking was excellent. 

Tom was influencing the game all around the ground and Bertie capped off a great quarter with 
another major 

At the three quarter time break The Lights were leading 6.13.49 to 0.1.1. 

Fourth Quarter: 

The fourth quarter saw The Lights finally find their mojo. Christian, Tom, Foggie and Noah were on 
top in the middle. 

 Will was having a run up forward and in partnership with Luka was providing an excellent target. 
Will managed to hit the scoreboard twice with some strong work both in the air and at ground level. 

Luka was presenting well and got reward for effort with a fantastic second effort goal. 

Bertie and Damo also registering their third goal each for the game and the door was well and truly 
shut. 

When the final siren blew the Lights had recorded a victory 11.15.81 to 1.3.9. 



A great second up effort by the boys and a special thanks to the U 14s who all played well. 

Coach 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 


